66th Foundation Day of DVC Observed

Bokaro TPS celebrated 66th foundation day of DVC on 7th July, 2014 with great enthusiasm. DVC flag was hoisted in the premises of newly constructed 500 MW power plant at (BTPS-A) by Shri Pramod Kumar, CE & HOP, BTPS. Addressing on the occasion, Shri Kumar reminded the employees about DVC’s contribution since, commissioning of BTPS-A (old) in 1953, towards generating, transmitting and distributing electricity to the core sector of industries at a large scale along with welfare activities in surrounding villages as a true multipurpose river valley project.

DVC Flag was also hoisted in the premises of PPM Building by Shri Janardan Prasad Singh, CE (O&M), BTPS’B’. Besides flag hoisting, the auspicious day for DVCians, was marked through various avenues such as, distribution of fruits to the patients in DVC Hospitals, plantation in the premises of power house, distribution of certificates to the trainees under DVC’s self-employment programmes, under SIP, etc.
Executive Director (HR) visited BTPS

Shri Krishna Kumar Singh, Executive Director (HR), DVC on his official tour at BTPS on 14th July, 2014 visited different sites of newly constructed 500 MW power plant at BTPS-A. He inspected the construction works of its Boiler House, Cooling Tower, Coal Handling Plant, Ash ponds etc. Shri P Kumar, C E & HOP, BTPS and Shri J P Singh, CE (O&M), BTPS-B accompanied the ED (HR) during inspection. Representatives of different construction agencies like, BHEL, Power Mech etc were also present. Shri Singh, ED (HR) advised them to expedite works so that the unit might be synchronized within stipulated time. Shri Singh also, inspected Coal Mill, I.D Fan etc. of the existing (3x210 MW) BTPS-B Plant. Several meetings were held with executives of DVC, representatives of trade unions, supply-workers, canteen-workers etc.
‘National Occupational Health Day’ observed at DVC HQs

DVC had observed ‘National Occupational Health Day’ at its Headquarters on 9th July, 2014 in collaboration with Indian Association of Occupational Health (West Bengal), IAOB(WB). A seminar on the theme “Effective Occupational Health Programme- A vital Resource for Productivity and Sustainability” was organized at the Auditorium of DVC Towers. Shri P K Sinha, Chief Vigilance Officer, DVC had inaugurated the seminar by lighting up traditional lamp along with other dignitaries. Shri P K Sinha, CVO, Dr B K Sikdar, President, IAOH (WB), Dr R C Dutta, and other dignitaries deliberated on the theme. Shri T. Bandyopadhyay, Executive Director (System), Shri D. Mitra, Executive Director (Project), Dr. A. K. Agrawal, Director of Health Services along with others were present on the occasion.
Health Awareness Camp at Panchet

The SIP Wing at Panchet had organized a Health Awareness Camp at Panchet Recreation Club on 8th July, 2014 in association with DVC Hospital, Panchet. About 25 Rural Health Volunteers (Sahiha, Sevika) from surrounding villages participated in the programme. During interactive session, doctors and participants shared their ideas and experiences with each others. As a step towards effective control over water borne diseases in the locality, Shri S K Gupta DCE (M) & HOP, Panchet Dam, distributed 600 ORS sachets and 150 kg. bleaching powder in packets among the Rural Health Volunteers (Sahiha, Sevika). Shri A Mandal, Manager, SIP, DVC Panchet, had successfully organized the camp.
Blood Grouping Detection Camp at RTPS

One Blood- Group -Detection Camp was organised on 18th Village by SIP Wing of RTPS, DVC. About 170 villagers, including students of Nildih High School, attended the camp and provided with information about their blood group with RH factor. S/Sri Uttam Jha, Suman Mana, and Subhendu Mondal, three Lab Technicians of RTPS Dispensary took active part in detecting the blood samples. The camp was organized by the Project Officer (SIP) in assistance of Dr. Surajit Saha, MOIC, and DR. Srikanto Mondal, MOIC, DVC. July, 2014 at Primary Health Centre, Nildih
Rural Football Tournament at Panchet

With a view to promote the rural sports activity in surrounding villages of Panchet Dam, DVC SIP Wing organized a two-day village football tournament on 27th & 28th July, 2014 at Panchet Stadium in association with Mukhiya, Banda (west) Gram Panchayat. Total 64 teams from different villages participated in the tournament. Star Club of Banda (West) won the tournament and lifted ‘Winners Trophy’. All prizes of the tournament were sponsored by DVC. In this way, DVC helped to identify the potential of sports among rural youths.
Health Check-up Camp for School Students at Andal

One ‘Health Check-up Camp’ for school students was organized at Andal Village High School by SIP Wing, DSTPS on 8th July 2014. Various students numbering to 115 of class five & six, were checked-up by Dr S Ghosh and Dr A K Das of DVC Dispensary, DSTPS. The students suffering from diseases, were provided with appropriate medicines by the doctors.

The camp was organized by Md Shamim Ahmad, Project Office (SIP), Shri Partha Chatterjee, Principal, Andal Village High School, in assistance of staffs and committee members of the school.
Current Affairs

August rains hold the key to India's major summer crops.

India suffered a severe drought in 2009 when monsoon rains failed due to El Nino. Poor monsoons could dent cr ndia - the world's No.2 rice and sugar producer. This year India expected to see below-average to average rains if El Nino weather pattern gains strength. But India's weather office rates as normal rainfall between 96 and 104 percent of a 50-year average of 89 centimetres. Healthy harvests can help keep a lid on food inflation.
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